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Introduction 

 

First, the Nomadic Lifestyle in America is a phenomenal lifestyle for 

thousands of people. Many people every day are discovering their 

freedom and learning how to design a life full of adventure and peace. 

I have lots of powerful information concerning living non-traditional 

lifestyles.  I’ve written several books and I’m very proud of this special 

book. I’m also a nomad and I write books that improve lives.  

Secondly, I’m not a professional writer and do not have a degree in 

English – but I feel you’ll enjoy my information just the same. 

My mission is to get this powerful information out as much as possible.  

I’m not here to impress – I’m here to spread the word. 

Thanks for your understanding and ENJOY! Oh, by the way, I always 

invite my readers to contact me anytime. Please do not hesitate to write 

to me. I would love to hear from you. 

special regards, 

Harry 

 

 



 

ˈ/nōˌmad/ 

*a person who does not stay long in the same place, a 

wanderer. (wonderer) 

 

My life almost ended one day, however, the man above had other plans. 

My wife died a few years earlier and my financial life was suddenly 

turned upside down. I had to start my life all over again and I was not a 

young man.  

I had no living relatives; my two close friends had passed, and I was left 

on a planet of seven billion strangers.  

I had to make an important choice. Yes, you’re right, I became a 

minimalist and an American Nomad. I did not look back. At first, I 

tolerated my situation, then I began to find ways to enjoy my situation, 

and now I would not live any other way. 

It’s my mission this book will help you break-away from the chains of 

traditional FEAR and enslavement, if this is your desire.  

Freedom is a choice. 

 

I’ll provide many reasons you should cut the chains that bind you to a 

traditional life.  Many of the reasons may be new to you, but do not 

discount them.   

Let me start by saying that the Nomad Lifestyle may not be for 

everyone. However, freedom is not for everyone either. Some people 

are happy with their 9 to 5 grind and their enslavement comes natural 

to them.   

However, for the rest of us, we want FREEDOM. There are literally 

thousands of people who are waking up and joining the nomadic life.   

 

Thousands of people enjoy the Nomad Lifestyle and wouldn’t change 

their lifestyle for anything in the world. Once you taste FREEDOM, 

then there is no going back. Ask any man or woman who has 

experienced the confines of a prison.  The removal of a person’s liberty 

and freedom is like a slow death.  



 

Every man should be free, but unfortunately, most people are brain-

washed into a life of mediocrity and “follow the leader” mentality.  

 

When people are born on a prison planet – then enslavement is all they 

know.  Many people have a desire to decrease the stress in their life and 

they dream of a simple life, but do not know how or where to start.  

 

Are you sick of the 9 to 5 grind? Are you aware that there is a world out 

there?  Are your tired of taking orders? Think about it . . . only slaves 

take orders and do what their master tells them.  If you’re sick of your 

enslavement, then this book is for you – no matter who you are.  The 

freedom lifestyle is a mind-set.  Join thousands of other American 

Nomads. 

 

Matter of fact, the modern-day nomad makes a lot of sense for many 

people and to some, it simply means FREEDOM.  The modern-day 

nomad accumulates experiences NOT stuff. Nomad experiences come 

in many ways. You’ll find out soon enough. 

 

Some Nomads are on a budget and travel by vehicle within their 

country and some Nomads travel the world.  Some Nomads are trust 



fund babies – in other words they inherit their wealth and travel the 

world without worry of a tight budget or living a frugal lifestyle. 

However, if you’re like me, I did not inherit a fortune and I’m 

considered a minimalist.  

I live with my needs and I keep my wants few. 

 

Most modern-day nomads prefer to live as a minimalist. They keep 

their wants “few” and only purchase their needs. I travel on a low 

budget and usually by Van. However, many full-time nomads utilize RVs. 

 

If minimalist Nomads need money, then they find ways to make money 

wherever they are.  I share many examples of how to make money – 

even while on the road. You’ll be surprised how many opportunities are 

available for the Nomad lifestyle.   

 

Some nomads will focus on generating income only a few months of the 

year, then relax and enjoy the rest of the year by fishing, golfing, 

camping, traveling, sightseeing, visiting friends and relatives.  

 

The Nomadic life is great for those collecting social security funds and 

benefits. Even those with a small retirement nest egg will enjoy the 

benefits of living the nomad life. Why?  No mortgage, no utility bills, no 

house insurance, less stress, less worries.  Your money will stretch 

much further living the nomadic life. A traditional life of living within 

FOUR walls can be expensive. It’s free to utilize earth as your home. 

 

Most people fear the nomad life because most cities and towns are 

usually designed so you must “PAY” to sleep.  If you do not live within 

four walls, then many societies are designed so you must sleep in a 

motel, expensive campgrounds or with others who live in houses or 

apartments. This book will show you a few nomadic tricks. 

 

There is a reason you’re reading these words right now. Maybe you’re 

sick of your almost meaningless life. Are you working hard to make 

someone else’s dream come true?  How about YOUR dreams and 

adventures? Most people fear jumping from the box and live their ONE 

life. Why? Usually, it’s because they fear the unknown. Are you a single 

person, young and adventuresome?  Are you an older couple and have 



an empty nest? The nomad lifestyle is for all age groups. 

 

The Nomad Lifestyle is not as scary as you think. Don’t allow your 

fearful imagination to go wild.  Think about it – what’s the worst that 

could happen?  One big fear people have is being alone. No worries, 

you’re on a planet of nearly seven billion people.  

 

If you need assistance - just ask! Most people are very kind and will 

help, but do not expect them to jeopardize their own life on your behalf. 

It takes courage to jump from the box.  

 

Courage is when you feel the fear – but you do it anyway! 

 

Does it appear you’re getting older and you’ve not experienced life? Are 

you anxious to see what else is out there?  Do you feel like you want to 

break-away and explore the world?   

 

I think these are natural feelings no matter what age you might be. 

Maybe you have an adventuresome side and you fantasize about 

spreading your wings - you ache to experience new things.  

 

Whatever your reason is - you’re right! 

 

If I only write one sentence that will improve your life, then I’m a happy 

guy. You’re right, I have learned to be happier with less.  Being a 

Nomad, you’ll discover there is more to life than always wanting 

MORE.   

 

Again, I have become a minimalist.  I do not require all the trappings of 

wealth anymore. I do not require a big fancy house and a swimming 

pool.  The earth is my home – rivers, lakes and oceans are my 

swimming pools. I do not need jewelry or a luxury car. Why do I need 

these things? I do not require expensive furniture or an expensive 

oriental rug.  

 
 “I do not need to make more money just so I can buy more stuff that 

I don’t want in order to impress other greedy people I do not like or 

to impress strangers that I will never see again. Those who care 

about me already accept me – no matter what.” 

 



Can you relate to me yet?  Adopting a Nomadic lifestyle is a MIND-SET.  

Once you adopt the nomadic minimalist concept, you’ll have a sense of 

relief. All the stress of the world saying, “you need MORE” will be lifted 

from your shoulders and you’ll begin to relax. 

 

It’s like letting go of your “Ego” and becoming a human being who 

simply wants to live and be happy. Many people feel that we are all 

“spirits having human experiences.”  

 

You suddenly realize that material things do not bring happiness, and 

most will weigh you down and remove your freedom. This is something 

you always heard about but probably never lived it.  One day you may 

say to yourself, “enough is enough” and gain back your freedom. 

 
 

Happiness to me is waking up to an ocean breeze and looking out 

myVan and viewing the ocean.  Or waking up to the smell of someone 

burning wood in a nearby campsite and the smell of pines of the giant 

redwood trees. I like to feel falling rain and the beauty of a waterfall. 

 



I had to experience this stuff to learn how powerful it is to live and love 

life. To me, this is living! Creating a life where every day is awesome! 

 

Politically, I'm not a democrat or a republican. I'm a 

conservative constitutionalist.  

No offense to heavily democrat-controlled cities, but it may benefit you 

to stay away from them. There is usually too much chaos, murders and 

open usage of drugs. Hundreds of people use the streets as their 

personal toilet. These practices only promote disease and an unhealthy 

lifestyle. With this said, if you enjoy the use of intravenous drug use, 

alcoholism, and sewage in the streets, then you may enjoy these cities. 

I suggest, as a peaceful nomad, you should stay away from cities such 

as: 

• Seattle, Washington   

• San Francisco, CA 

• Los Angeles, CA  

• Portland, OR  

• Nashville, TN 

• Denver, CO 

• Austin, Texas  

• Baltimore, MD 

• New York City, NY 

• Chicago, Ill 

• Providence, RI 

 

Most of the above cities have beautiful terrain, but they are being 

destroyed.  Many have big gorgeous trees, some of these cities have 

rivers, lakes and ocean fronts. It’s too bad that these cities are not 

better managed. They have been destroyed by city organizers and those 

managing the cities. It is too bad - these cities are a national disgrace. 

Do not make the mistake of viewing my opinions as being political – 

these are the facts. It is what it is.  Again, if you wish to live in these 

filthy disease infested cities, then it's up to you. 

 

Simplifying your life must be a conscious decision you make on your 

own. You must want simplicity and a stress-free life more than 



anything.  Hopefully, you’ll appreciate living in peaceful locations. Also, 

living in smaller spaces and living your life with less will decrease your 

stress as well. Believe it or not, humans feel safer living and sleeping in 

small spaces.  Too much of anything is in poor taste and only 

complicates life. 

 

Any human who has the ability to safely go virtually 

anywhere - anytime – is often called FREEDOM. 

 

Home owners are usually trapped and are almost forced to live out their 

existence in the town or city they are located unless they find someone 

to buy their house. Plus, they fill up their house with tons of stuff they 

really don’t need. A house is actually a large storage unit. 

 

Oh, sure some people get to leave the (plantation) for two weeks out of 

a year! However, most people have to be back at the workplace 

(plantation) on a certain date and at a certain time. Is this really 

FREEDOM? These people have been fooled into thinking they are free 

– they are actually slaves to a monetary system. 

 

Nomads learn that they can survive without being a house owner and 

they really do not need to live within four walls. Society and (powers-at-

be) decided this is how people should live.  

 

The Nomad mind-set quickly discovers that the best existence is being 

debt free. “Owe No Man Nothing.” Most Nomads are not followers and 

seldom march to another person’s drummer.  

 

Bankers have other plans for you. 

 

Most people lose some or most of their freedom when they go into debt 

- car payments, rent, utilities, mortgages, credit cards, etc. Off to the 

workplace or plantation they go because of the money they owe! What a 

life, huh?  By the way, this is not the fault of people – it’s all by design. 

 

I’m hoping this book will provide simple but very powerful information. 

My mission is to open your eyes to a system that enslaves humanity.   

 

This system is not new – it is centuries old. The illusion of freedom has 



been a magic show and the use of very powerful brain washing 

techniques have been used to enslave the masses.  

 

Breaking away from this illusion – is first knowing it is a scam and it is 

meant to keep you captive and enslaved without you being conscious of 

it.   I implore you to please wake up from this mind-controlled system.  

Gain the freedom you deserve!  

 

I want to help you break-away from the system and be FREE. Many 

people call it the modern-day Nomad Lifestyle.  

 

I will explain, in my opinion, why and how you can be a happy and 

peaceful Nomad.  My hope is that you will join me and others – embark 

on a journey that only a Nomadic Lifestyle can provide. I think it is 

important to know how the world works and how and why your life, so 

far, is full of fear and stress.  

 

You can put an end to it. It’s up to you.  



 

 

Ending the Confusion on Why and How the World Works 

I don’t mean to talk down to you, but many people are simply unaware 

of how our world works.  And for good reason – because you’re not 

supposed to know.  The magician seldom reveals the tricks to his 

illusion. 

It is one of the biggest secrets of all time.  We’ve been told many LIES 

about our world, but I will try to give you a few facts to clear up the 

confusion. First of all, much of our history is a lie!  Do not be foolish 

and take our history books as facts – they are filled with lies. 

There is a powerful group of people who call themselves the “Elite”.  I 

despise calling them “Elite” because I think they are scum!  Without 

going too deep into this subject, this very powerful group of people are 

NOT your friends.   

 

This very powerful “super-wealthy” society of people control the world 

by still allowing us “Free Will”, however, they often deceive the public 

by manipulating the masses to make the WRONG choices.   

 



The “Elite” have access to powerful psychological methods and trillions 

of dollars. The “Elite” have been manipulating people on earth for 

hundreds – and some say thousands of years.   

 

This group of people have organized themselves behind secret cults 

called the CFR (Council of Foreign Relations), the Bilderberg Group, 

the Freemasons, Skull and Bones and others. They control most or all 

governments. 

 

Think about the word “Govern ment”.  To govern means to look over or 

control.  Ment – comes from mental or mind. Hence: Govern your mind 

or MIND CONTROL. 

 

Indoctrination actually started after WWII.  The dark side of the CIA 

began to perform their dirty work.  The CIA is a very corrupt and “evil” 

organization powered by the “Elite” and by illegal cash flows.  

 

My father was CIA was 30 years. I had no idea he was CIA when I 

was growing up, but after he retired, he admitted to me what he did 

all those years. It was disappointing, but a few years later, I was able 

to forgive.  After all, he was a good mentor to me.  

 

Sorry, I digress.  Indoctrination is the conditioning of school age 

children – by the time they are an adult, they are conditioned into a 

certain mind-set. The mission is to enslave you and force you to become 

a profit source. (This is actually inside the Communist Manifesto of 

how to take over a country) I didn’t make this stuff up.  

 

They make you “think” you’re free, while maintaining their power over 

you. Our currency has an “eye” on it for a reason – they are watching 

us. It’s called the all-seeing eye. 

 

First of all, please get this clear. This very powerful group of people 

(power-hungry) do not care about you.  (end of story) 

 

This is a large topic, so I will only touch on the basics.  Our world is 

changing quickly, and it isn’t in your best interest. Things are speeding 

up. “Elitists” of our world have purposely hidden many truths.  Why? 



The same reason a magician never tells how he makes the rabbit 

disappear.   

In other words, our world has been a Magic Show of illusions. 

Our world is not as it appears. It is vitally important that you quickly 

discover self-reliant skills as it will be essential.  If the monetary system 

fails and many think it will, then you must learn how to survive on 

planet earth.  Your government will not help you and no corporation 

will help you.  

 

You will be on your own! 

 

By learning secrets of survival, you’ll be able to move about as freely as 

possible and not be burdened with stuff. 

 

 

How to Heal Your Enslavement 

Discover how to break the chains of monetary slavery and become a 

FREE person!  Our money system was created by the bankers and 

FOR the bankers; The purpose is to enslave you and to enrich 

themselves. Their mission is to place you in debt.   

 

The bankers collect virtually free money called “interest” from car 

payments, houses, credit cards, etc. The plan is to keep you working 

and wanting more stuff. The more you buy, the more you go into debt 

and the more “interest “or free money the ‘bankers’ collect. The 

criminal “Elites” also invented taxes, which is another method to keep 

people chained into slavery. Governments can survive just fine without 

anyone paying any type of tax – ever!  This is another topic. 

 

Discover the tricks of breaking away and learn how to beat their corrupt 

system. You must learn the secrets of the bankers in order to beat them 

at their own game.   
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The coming pages will show you exactly how to break free of their slave-

based system. You see, you’re not really free as long as you pay taxes 

and interest to the bankers.  Anytime you have to give up a portion of 

your money for “nothing”, then this is slavery.   

 

Slaves work without monetary compensation. It is said that the average 

person works the first four or five months for the “government” and the 

bankers. All the interest and taxes people pay either go to the bankers 

or to corrupt city, county or state coffers.   

 

They seldom tell the truth about what happens to all the billions of 

dollars that is stolen…no, I mean collected. This is the world in which 

we live. 

 

Most slaves will usually receive shelter, food, water, clothing and 

sometimes medical from their master.  Most people must pay for their 

shelter, utilities, food, clothing, water, etc…how much do they have left 

over?  Not much, huh?  What’s the difference?  All the money most 

people pay out goes back into the pockets of their masters. 

 

Most taxes are pure theft – It is a scam.  Many counties have two sets 

up books. One set of books for the country “officials” and one for the 

people. They steal millions of dollars from the people.  I know, this 

sounds crazy – but true. 

 

Most people just think they are free – but in actuality, most people 

work jobs they don’t like in order to pay the bills they owe.  Anytime 

you are told what to do – you are being enslaved. Any person who takes 

“orders” is a slave. Anytime you are forced to give away money you 

earned for the made-up word called a “Tax”, then you’re being 

enslaved. Taxes is money being stolen back from you. 

 

America, the country, was created because people were sick of being 

enslaved by the KING.  Guess what?  Britain never left America- they 

still have a strangle hold on Americans. 

 

The “bankers” cleverly mask their slave system, so you don’t realize 



your own enslavement.  You are enslaved by your lust for money.  Don’t 

feel guilty – this is not your fault. You’ve been masterly manipulated. 

Most people have been conditioned or brain-washed to almost worship 

money.  I’ll break down the word money.  Mon (monolithic=ONE) ey= 

(eye) - ONE EYE.  The all-seeing eye on our currency. Right now, the 

bankers totally control and print the US currency and have since 1913. 

They call themselves the “Elite” people of the world. They are also 

called in certain circles, the Invisible Empire, because they hide from 

the general public. They are Luciferian and very evil people. 

 

This is how snooty they are. “Elites” did this to you with clever 

manipulation and psychological tactics.  They cleverly made MONEY 

our God. Not all, but millions of people worship, and love money more 

than they want FREEDOM.  This was instilled into the minds of 

millions of people by design. 

 

  



Thomas Jefferson warned us about the evil bankers when he 

said: 

 

If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of 

their money, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and 

corporations that will grow up around them, will deprive the people of 

their property until their children will wake up homeless on the 

continent their fathers conquered. 

Money is NOT evil –The Lust or Love for Money is Evil. 

There are dangerous people in our world that lust for money and power 

over you – they even lust for the little bit of money you have not earned 

yet. It is best to create your own cash flow if you need money.  First of 

all, the “Elite” do not feel you deserve money or freedom.  

 

The truth is they want you sick, poor and miserable. They are enemies 

of humanity.  Without getting too much into it – these people are 

Luciferian.  I know, it sounds crazy – but that is their big secret. There 

are many books written about these powerful and very dangerous 

people, but I do not have room to discuss it here.  Please believe there 

are dark forces at work. 

 

I believe it is best to privately earn your own money for survival – how 

much you want to earn is up to you.  I do not advocate working on a 

corporate plantation (job). Beware of those who lust for what you own. 

Keep your wants few and be frugal. 

Knowledge is Powerful Stuff! It’s a Big Club and You An’t in It. George 

Carlin Spelled It Out Perfectly! Then he died. 

It’s Time to Learn How to Survive & Be Happy, Healthy and 

Safe. Get to Know Others of Like-Minds. 

This next portion is for those who truly want to experience real 

freedom.  Urban survival secrets and the discovering the tricks of the 

nomadic lifestyle is essential.  Staying on the move, survive, be happy 

and enjoy the beauty of America and even other countries. 

http://homelessharry.com/money/instant-cash-ideas/
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Being “houseless” is not a bad thing – it’s a good thing. Urban survival 

skills will keep you healthy and safe while living the Nomad 

Lifestyle.  Stealth camping is another protective method used by mostly 

Van Dwellers. Remaining anonymous, unless you’re traveling with like 

minds is a good thing and you should think of it as protection. 

 

#1 Law of the Universe.  Get your mind right is half the battle. 

You’re probably a good human being and probably live by natural law –

 “Cause no harm to anyone.”  

  

http://homelessharry.com/safety-stealth-campiing/


Break-The-Chains-of –the-Monetary-System by STOP 

WANTING. 

 

All you need are a few basic essentials and some knowledge about 

“urban survival” and “boondocking”.  Another big secret is STOP the 

habit of WANTING things.  I promise your life will become 1,000 times 

simpler. 

It will highly benefit you to STOP being a consumer of buying things 

you do not need! Learn to separate your NEED from your WANTS. 

 

Be disciplined and only purchase your NEEDS and you will survive 

and break-away. 

 

#2. Do not fear people.  Your TV or media purposely shows you a 

ton of murders, shootings, dangerous crime reports, terrorists, wars 

with soldiers shooting and killing each other – they seldom show you 

the millions of good decent peaceful people in the world. The “Elite” 

own most of the TV media and social media. They want to control what 

you “think” and keep you in panic mode, so you live a life of “fear”. 

 

Fear lowers your immune system and keeps you from thinking logically 

about your life and solutions to problems. 

 

The media and our controllers want you to live in a constant 

state of fear.  The controllers purposely hide “urban survival” and 

other survival techniques.  Survival skills are not even taught in schools. 

Why not? How to earn money without a job is not taught in schools or 

Universities. 

 

Wouldn’t it be great if all our children learned survival skills, self-

defense and how to protect themselves? Being self-reliant is called 

security. The “Elite” do not want you to be self-reliant. They want YOU 

dependent on them or government.  What is given to you can also be 

taken away. 

If people know how to be secure and self-reliant, then this would bond 

our children and they become confident and live with less fear. Why 

aren’t these things taught?  (we know the answer) They “Elites” want 



our children to bond to government or corporations – not to their 

parents or other humans. 

 “The Powers-at-be” want you defenseless, just over broke, 

low self-esteem, unhealthy, enslaved and living in fear. They 

want you to believe you live in a scary world and there isn’t anything 

you can do about it except depend on government and banks to take 

care of you.   

 

Breaking-away from this evil power-hungry system is essential for 

survival. 

 

The so-called “Elites” own and control our media and Hollywood. They 

use these two powerful tools to persuade and control us.  “When you 

control the flow of information, then you control the people”. 

The news sells the fear factor and exposing all the terrorist attacks, 

murders around the world, wars, etc. Hollywood provides hundreds of 

violent movies.  For the past 20 years violent video games has been the 

rage among children. Removing the morals of society is the end game. 

Once the morals have been removed there is no going back. People will 

lie, steal and even murder without “blinking” an eye.  The riots of today 

confirm this – don’t you think? 

Why fear?  If the controllers can keep you in a constant state of fear, 

then the human brain will use less logic and “they” can control the 

masses easier and more efficiently. 

The emotion of fear is toxic to the human body.  Stress and fear 

will dump acid into your body causing to lower your immune system 

and you’ll eventually become sick of an illness or a disease.  Plus, the 

human mind cannot think logically and emotionally at the same time.  

They control the masses by keeping them making decisions based on 

emotion not logic. 

 

  



 

Millions of People Are Living a Well-Orchestrated Illusion? 

 

You’ve been ENSLAVED by a system that purposely placed an 

imaginary blindfold over your eyes so you can’t see what FREEDOM 

looks like.  I hope this “info” will shine a light on freedom.  (use their 

diabolical system to your own advantage.) 

 

Break Away from The Evil Greedy System That Was Created to Enslave 

You. 

 

The system wants to USE you up, then put you under the ground.  You 

must stop being a consumer of stuff you really do not need.  The multi-

billion-dollar corporations that manufacture and sell products to you 

are part of the system of “Elitists” who want to enslave you. 

Their mission is to keep you working for peanuts and keep you enslaved 

on their plantations called factories, warehouses, stores and offices all 

over the nation. 

 

Corporate Plantations . . . 

Large multi-billion-dollar corporations train millions of people to work 

on their corporate-owned plantations.  This is where you work for 

pennies while earning the corporation’s huge profits. 



People who work for corporations earn their master’s huge profits and 

the government decides how much money you get to keep to pay your 

survival expenses.  Millions of people purchase much of their 

clothes, food, rent and utilities from the same “Elitists” who 

are enslaving them. 

 

The system hides FREEDOM from you and what it means to be truly 

free.  They do not teach you about urban survival gear, urban camping 

or about the joys of boondocking. 

They want you just above broke, living within four walls (away from 

nature) just above survival mode and earning just enough to purchase 

their products and pay taxes.  Breakaway from their “money” 

system.  Freedom is a Good Thing! 

 

(Note: I believe most people make the mistake by lumping all 

homeless people into one disgusting category.  Not all homeless people 

stand on street corners and not all homeless people are drunks or drug 

addicts who attempt to con you for a dollar.) 

 

Capitalism is Good.  There is nothing immoral about earning a 

profit.  However, it’s the evil billion-dollar monopolies who hire 

lobbyists to sell Congress on passing certain laws that keep small 

business owners from competing. 

 

Multi-billion-dollar corporation’s main objective is to starve out small 

businesses and create higher profits for themselves.  They are Hogs. 

(this is very close to “socialism” – where big business and gov’t are too 

chummy.) 

  



Controllers Have Brain-Washed the Masses into Feeling 

Ashamed If They Lack Money. 

Most Homeless People are FREE and Do Not Know it. 

Unfortunately, many thousands of people are urban camping and 

most HIDE in the cracks of society. Some have discovered a few urban 

camping or urban survival secrets and some barely know how to 

survive. 

 

Most are ashamed and many do not feel accepted. Most homeless 

people have low-self-esteem because of how society looks down upon 

those who “lack” money. 

Today, there are more homeless people than ever before and most of 

these people DO NOT want to be homeless.  They are FREE but do 

not know it. 

  



Bankers over the years have turned Home Ownership 

into a Scam. 

At one time ownership was a good thing – it used to be the American 

dream to own your own home.  Not anymore.  Any professional CPA or 

accountant will tell you that house ownership is a liability not an asset.  

The world has changed. 

Do not buy into the myth that you must go into debt and purchase a big 

fancy house with a mortgage, homeowner’s insurance, banker’s 

interest, property taxes and the upkeep costs of maintaining your big 

fancy house. 

Most people want a big fancy house to impress their relatives and their 

so-called friends.  Tame your “Ego”.  Your EGO is not your friend – 

your ego will leave you broke and unfilled. 

Millions of people buy into this myth and they are slaves to their 

material assets.  The Bankers Win! 

 

Millions of people have lost their houses due to only missing 3 or 4 

house payments – watch how your banker suddenly is not your 

friend anymore, but instead, they prepare to legally steal your house 

and all the hundreds of thousands of dollars you put into it. 

 

It doesn’t matter if you have put your hard earned $100,000 equity in 

your house – the bank will steal your house!  Bankers are thieves! 

House Ownership is a Total Sham! 

By locking you into a 15 or 30-year mortgage – it makes you a slave to 

that house and you live in a city-prison. You can’t live anywhere else. 

 You’re stuck unless you sell your house.  You cannot move to 

another town or city whenever you wish.  Your house ends 

up costing 3 or 4 times what you paid with all the interest. 

 

Here’s the big secret about owning a house. Even if you finish 

paying for the house – you still pay property taxes – usually thousands 

of dollars per year. So, you’re actually renting your home from the gov’t 

forever. 



 

If you do not pay your property taxes, the county will foreclose and steal 

your house and your property – leaving you “homeless”.  Banks and 

gov’t are cold and corrupt.  You do not have to play with 

either of them unless you want.  Grab as many of your marbles 

and leave. 

Did You Know . . . There are SIX Empty Houses for Every 

ONE Homeless person? In other words, there are MILLIONS 

of Empty Houses Owned or Stolen by Bankers! 

 

Millions of Americans experience homelessness every year, and yet 

they’re outnumbered by vacant homes and government-owned 

buildings.  

 

A growing number of activists are calling for these empty spaces to be 

filled with the humans living on America’s streets.  Does this not make 

you sick! 

 

“Since 2007, banks have foreclosed around eight million 

homes. It is estimated that another eight to ten million 

homes will be foreclosed before the financial crisis is over. 

 This approach to resolving one part of the financial crisis 

means many, many families are living without adequate 

and secure housing. In addition, approximately 3.5 million 

people in the U.S. are homeless, many of them veterans. It is 

worth noting that, at the same time, there are 18.5 million 

vacant homes in the country.” 

 

Today, due to the Covid hoax, literally MILLIONS of renters and house 

“owners” will not be able to pay rent or mortgages.  Millions of 

foreclosures will happen. The bankers will be stealing as much property 

and houses as quick as possible. 

 

I’d rather sleep in my Van than to deal with bankers.  They are evil and 

corrupt. I believe the world is about to experience an economical down 

curve like never before.  I believe everyone should discover a few basic 

survival methods, tools, essentials, and ETHICS. 



Knowledge is Power . . . 

Most people are not aware of what the Federal Reserve Bank is and 

what it does.  The Federal Reserve is neither Federal nor is it a Reserve.  

 

The Federal Reserve controls and prints the US currency. It is not part 

of the US government. It is totally corrupt, and they are criminals. 

 

The Fed is a foreign-owned private bank with very wealthy 

stockholders. That’s right, a foreign-owned bank controls our monetary 

system and is totally free from the control of Congress to control the 

money of the nation . . . OUR NATION! 

 

This very corrupt national bank cannot be audited or controlled in any 

way.  The USA secretly signed a legal document in 1913 granting this 

corrupt group of bankers to control our monetary money system for 

their own selfish greedy benefit.  IT IS CORRUPT! 

 

By controlling the money supply they’re able to buy anything and 

anyone – anyone who serves the MONEY god.  These bankers 

control how most people live their lives.  Breakaway from their 

evil scheme! 

 

Here is the SECRET . . . 

In my opinion, being houseless is a good thing and discovering the 

nomad lifestyle is absolutely essential.  The “bankers” or the 

government do not want you to know how to survive or get a taste of 

real FREEDOM. They want you totally dependent on the government 

and the bankers. 

 

They do not want you to have total FREEDOM - to go 

anywhere you want – anytime you want. They want you 

captive in a city-prison! Here is the secret on how you beat 

the system.  

 

DO NOT BE A SLAVE FOR MONEY.   

This is a trap and it’s used to keep you enslaved to the system. 

Utilize the “controllers” money system just enough to provide your 

needs and you will win! You can be happier with more peace of mind.   

https://biblicisminstitute.wordpress.com/2014/08/24/the-corrupt-federal-reserve-is-not-federal/
https://biblicisminstitute.wordpress.com/2014/08/24/the-corrupt-federal-reserve-is-not-federal/


 

Your life will be filled with peace and joy instead of stress and 

fear.  Bankers set up our evil monetary slave system for their 

benefit.  They are truly evil and corrupt. 

 

 

Many People Make Several Mistakes Concerning the Nomad 

Lifestyle 

The biggest mistake is NOT planning ahead. And planning ahead for an 

unexpected emergency is where the real struggle lies. There’s hardly 

room for careless mistakes when it comes to emergency planning, so 

don’t be one of those goofballs. 

Some so-called “survivalists” say they’re ready for anything, but the 

truth is, there are lots of things they’re missing.  These mistakes are 

often made by urban campers and BoonDockers too.  They often forget 

the basic essentials.  This is meant as a simple reminder. 

  

http://homelessharry.com


Here are a few common survival mistakes: 

• Not having the right supplies. When a disaster or any type of 

emergency happens, you want the at least the basic essentials. You 

want to keep your supplies down to a minimum.  Find essentials 

here.   

• Stocking up on food and supplies you won’t eat, or use is a 

mistake.   Only stock up on food you like and will eat.  Naturally, it 

must be canned. There’s plenty of non-perishable options out there. 

• Not knowing how to use the equipment or gear you’ve 

purchased. Having emergency supplies is useless if you don’t have 

a clue on how to use it. 

• Not knowing your vulnerabilities.  It is essential for you to 

know your strengths and weaknesses in order to survive. 

 

Are you getting value from my book?  I hope so.  Please leave 

a positive review if you are.  No better time than right now, so 

you don’t forget.  It won’t hurt you and it will do me and 

others a lot of good.  THANKS.  

http://homelessharry.com/essentials/
http://homelessharry.com/essentials/


Most people are called homeless if they do not sleep in a 

house, condo or an apartment with an actual “address” which 

is called a residency. 

 

Categories of Homeless people: 

1.  A person or family who do not sleep in a house, condo or apartment, 

but sleep in a tent. 

2.  A person who does not sleep in a house, condo or apartment, but 

sleeps inside an RV, van, SUV or car. 

3. A person who does not sleep in a house, condo or apartment, but 

sleeps in public.  (under bridges, park benches, allies, sidewalks, in the 

bushes or under porches.) 

4. A person who does not sleep in a house, condo or an apartment, but 

sleeps in a ‘homeless’ shelter.  By the way, in some cities, a homeless 

shelter is considered a residency. 

5.  A person who does not pay rent for their own residency, but couch 

surfs from one couch to another – utilizing the graciousness of friends 

and relatives. 

  



Some People Choose to be Homeless . . . 

There is a new community of what are known as “Van Dwellers”.  

Many van dwellers are urban campers, and some are BoonDockers. 

 

My lifestyle is an old concept but is enjoying a new comeback. It’s called 

the modern day “Nomad”.   I must admit, I do not have a permanent 

residence and I no longer care about becoming rich or living a life with 

MORE than I need.  

 

Many people know me by “Homeless Harry” because I do 

not sleep inside a standard residence.  However, I coined the 

phrase “HouseLess Harry”.  The planet is my home! 

Planet Earth is My Home . . . 

Living a “nomadic” lifestyle means freedom to me. 

I do not live inside my van.  I live OUT of my van. 

My “Van” or Van Dwelling is Usually only for Privacy, 

Sleeping, and Transportation. The earth is my home. 

I meet many van dwellers out on the road.  Knowledge of urban 

camping and secrets of “boondocking” is essential and I spend most of 

my life in nature with big trees, streams, rivers, lakes and sometimes 

even the desert and the mountains.  Earth is my home. 

Sleeping inside my van is very safe, fun and even comfortable.  Most 

van dwellers are totally comfortable living out of their vans.  Living in a 

smaller space is much simpler and I’m mobile.  FREEDOM is exciting 

and makes life worth living. 

If I decide to live in the mountains for a few weeks, I simply go!  If I 

decide to live near the beach for a while, then I just go! Again, this is 

called FREEDOM. I meet good friendly people wherever I go. 

  

http://homelessharry.com/my-daily-life/
http://homelessharry.com/my-daily-life/
http://homelessharry.com/my-daily-life/
http://homelessharry.com/my-daily-life/


Self-Reliance is the KEY to Real Freedom. 

The more self-reliant you are the more freedom you will enjoy.  Urban 

survival skills and discovering secrets of urban camping and 

boondocking are essential to living a life of freedom. 

Discover how to maintain your health – learn where and how to get 

cheaper medical or dental assistance. 

Natural Disasters Has Placed Many Families into a Homeless 

Situation.  Never Say Never.  Discovering Homeless Survival 

Secrets is Absolutely Crucial. 

It could happen anytime to you.  People become homeless due to a 

variety of reasons.  It’s not always alcohol or drug or financially related.  

Homeless survival skills are crucial to learn. Essentials are necessary 

for survival – here is a list. 

 

You and your family could be forced into survival mode due to natural 

disasters.  Tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, floods, and fires have 

caused millions of people to be unexpectedly homeless without much 

warning. 

 

Hundreds of People are Learning More about the FREEDOM 

of the Nomad Lifestyle (Survival) Because They Know It is 

Essential. 

Learning where and how to get free medical assistance is all part of 

urban survival.  Urban camping has its advantages, especially if 

you’re stealth camping.  

 

You’re near grocery stores, fresh water and medical if needed. Things 

happen and your health and your ability to remain mobile is urgently 

important. 

http://homelessharry.com/mexico-cheap-medical-dental/
http://homelessharry.com/mexico-cheap-medical-dental/
http://homelessharry.com/essentials/
http://homelessharry.com/essentials/
http://homelessharry.com/


 

Discover the importance of how to use basic tools for creating and 

repairing. The less you depend on government or large companies for 

your survival, the more freedoms you will enjoy.  Use the system 

against the “controllers” and to your own advantage. 

  



 

Owe No Man Nothing. Do No Harm to Anyone. Practice 

Reciprocity. 

I have lived by these three principles for most of my adult life. 

• Do not borrow money from any institution or any man.  Barter 

with him or do what you can to earn, but do not borrow.  Owe No 

Man Nothing. 

• Do not harm people in any way either physically, mentally or 

financially (unless it’s self-defense.) 

• Practice reciprocity means; when someone is consistently kind to 

you or does a favor for you, then if possible, return a favor for them 

as well.  Don’t be a taker who never gives.  These three principles 

sound simple, but many people do not apply them to their daily lives. 

 

If you apply these simple three principles (daily) your troubles with 

others will usually diminish to almost zero.  The Universe will provide 

when you give. From now on, the only troubles you may have from 

people are from those who do not follow these three principles. 

These three principles, although sounds simplistic, will come in handy 

during your travels around the country. 



 

Homeless People (without a residence) Banking Thousands 

of Dollars . . . 

I’ve met many people (mostly men) who choose to sleep in their van, 

SUV or RV and they have full-time jobs.  They are saving or banking all 

the money that most people spend on rent or house payments and 

utilities. 

These guys are beating the BANKERS and the Corporate 

Masters. Some of these guys have thousands of dollars sitting in their 

bank accounts.  I’ve seen bank balances of $50K and more! 

 

By learning a few secrets of urban survival, urban camping and 

boondocking, these guys are using the slave monetary system against 

the “controllers”.  Understand?  They live frugal lives and they do not 

purchase anything they do not need. 

  

http://homelessharry.com/


How to Earn Fast Survival Money without Getting a Regular 

Job 

There are several ways you can earn quick money for food, gas or 

essentials.  A regular job might be scarce or not preferred at the time.  

You can earn fast money without any investment. 

Sometimes you do not need money to make money. (a myth started by 

the bankers).  You do not need to borrow money from anyone. Start 

with zero money in your pocket.  Please go here to learn the various 

money-making methods. 

 

  

http://homelessharry.com/money/instant-cash/
http://homelessharry.com/money/instant-cash/


Finding Freedom and Joy by Living with Less 

Van Dwellers are everywhere.  I meet van dwellers in national parks, 

urban camping and even out in the boondocks.   Van dwellers live a 

minimalist lifestyle.  They keep their wants few and are happy with 

their needs. 

I have never been a man who purchased stuff in order to impress 

strangers, however, the “Nomadic” lifestyle has changed how I also feel 

about big houses, furniture and things owned but seldom used or seen. 

I’m done with living a life with a bunch of worthless crap and living in a 

house with much more space than I need. 

I do not need a swimming pool.  Today, if I want to get wet or take a 

swim, I simply jump in an ocean, a lake or maybe a river which is 

usually just outside my front door.   

 

 If you’re an urban camper or a traveling nomad, you’ll need to learn a 

few secrets, such as; how to poop and pee when there are no public 

restrooms available. 

I Had Great Mentors – Even Homeless “Nomadic” Mentors? 

I’ve had some great mentors in my life, but today I seek a totally 

different type of mentor.  I find people, like Bob Wells who are 

“Nomad” experts. 

I learned a lot about urban camping, survival and living with less. I’ve 

been homeless (living out of my van) for over 5 years, so I’ve discovered 

a few new tricks as well. 

My mission is to share some of my experiences about the Nomad 

Lifestyle plus a few tips you may want to know.  A few tricks can make 

your life easier, safer, healthier and more fun. 

I Feel Like a Lucky Man . . .? 

If Being Homeless is Bad, Then Count Me In! 

http://homelessharry.com/poop-pee/
http://homelessharry.com/health/


I love my life as a homeless “nomad”.  SUVs are great to use as a 

traveling nomad.  I’ve also used an SUV to live out of and travel. They 

work great.   

I will never own another house or condo again.   After I experienced 

planet earth as my home, then why would I want to be cooped up inside 

4 walls again?  That doesn’t make any sense to me. 

When I first started living out of my van, it was challenging, however, I 

quickly adapted to a lifestyle I really enjoy.  There is nothing like living 

a life of total FREEDOM. 

I had to learn a few secrets of urban survival and boondocking, also 

keeping good daily hygiene and some organizing techniques that are 

essential for the nomad lifestyle. Discover a few of these basic essentials 

here. 

  

http://homelessharry.com/hygiene/
http://homelessharry.com/essentials/
http://homelessharry.com/essentials/


Many Traveling Nomads Prefer Boondocking Away from 

Cities. 

First of all, discovering urban survival skills will benefit you when 

you’re urban camping because it can be more difficult or stressful due 

to the laws and the police. 

Most cities do not welcome urban campers, such as van dwellers. This 

is why most urban campers do what we call “stealth” camping.  Urban 

survival includes urban campers and they must sneak around and be 

careful where they park (sleep). 

Urban campers must MOVE around continuously, or they will get 

noticed by the police or property owner.  The urban camper’s 

worst nightmare is to hear that infamous tap on the window 

at 3 am in the morning. “We are the police-get out of your 

vehicle!”   

 

Wal-Mart is almost the only commercial location that may allow urban 

campers – however, – several Wal-Mart’s around the country do 

not allow urban campers at all. 

Free Camping on NATIONAL Forest Land. 

So, boondocking on national forest land or BLM (Bureau of Land 

Management) gov’t land is usually a better fit for many free campers. 

There are about 650 MILLION acres of land in America that can be 

used for boondocking. 

 

On most National Forest lands, you can stay at the same site for a 

maximum of 14 days. The BLM usually imposes a 21-day limit where 

you can park a tent, car, van or RV for months at a time. 

Purchase groceries and water and prepare to be boondocking away 

from a city for 10 to 14 days at a time.  Plus, it can be safer and much 

more peaceful and less noise.   

 

Go here to learn more about boondocking for FREE on BLM and 

national forests. Discover the exact locations also 

. 

http://homelessharry.com/walmart-stores/
http://homelessharry.com/walmart-stores/
https://www.rv-camping.org/
https://www.rv-camping.org/


The LUST for Money will Enslave You. It will Keep You 

Feeling Unfilled and Unhappy. 

When you’re urban camping for whatever reason, your mindset is 

crucial.  If you have a lust for money, power and a lavish lifestyle, then 

you cannot be a happy urban camper.  It is almost impossible. 

You must avoid thoughts of past brainwashing in order to survive and 

be happy.  The lust of money will enslave you mentally.  Sometimes I 

feel sorry for people who THINK they are forced to think a certain 

way.   

 

You always have the freedom to choose what you think 

about. Most people are brain-washed by the “Controllers”.  By 

being enslaved, I mean they THINK they have no choice.  They think 

they must get up at the crack of dawn and rush to work each day so they 

can pay their bills and pay their taxes. 

 

My life is just the opposite.  I no longer have a desire to earn a lot of 

money or purchase things I do not need. I woke up from my confused 

cloudy “illusion”.   

 

Once you learn the secrets of urban camping, surviving happily while 

boondocking and living a nomadic lifestyle, then you may never 

want to return to the monetary slave system again. 

You Have a Choice . . . 

You have a choice!   You can be a slave to the system and live like 

millions of other slaves.  The system that says you need a mortgage, 

swimming pool and all the trappings of enslavement or live a life of 

freedom. Do not fall for the SLAVE lifestyle . . .  It’s a SCAM! 

 

I’m not one of the millions of people who are “struggling” daily – 

rushing to their job for a measly paycheck that barely pays for an 

expensive apartment rent or mortgage, utilities, and a monthly cable 

bill.  I have none of those expenses or concerns.  I live a debt free life.  I 

owe no man nothing! 



Follow the Follower . . . 

I simplified my life so I could be a FREE MAN! 

• Most people work for their master for at least 40 to 60 hours a week! 

• Most get up at the sound of an alarm clock about 6 am. 

• They get ready and hit drive time traffic about 7:30 am and are at 

their workplace about 8 am. 

• They put in their eight hours – rush home in drive time traffic again, 

eat dinner, then watch TV for 2 hours, then back to bed. 

• The next day, they do this all over again.  Sometimes they get two 

days off – then Monday morning comes, and they struggle to do 

another five days. 

• They do all of this because this is what everyone is doing. 

• Most people are not happy being slaves – but they follow 

the follower anyway.  They think this is the way life must 

be. 

Is Being “Frugal” a Bad Thing? 

Living a frugal life does not mean a “cheap” life, it means living within 

your means or below.  If you need something, then purchase it for the 

lowest price possible or make it yourself. 

Frugal means – not being wasteful.  Try to find a use for something 

before you throw it away or possibly sell it or give it away. Frugal means 

making your dollar stretch as much as possible.  By being frugal, 

you can purchase more of what you need. 

  



Is this Why People go to College? Is this what you Signed Up For? Are 

You Living to Work?  Is this What you Dreamed of doing? 

 

 

Bumper to Bumper. Doesn’t this look fun? 

As a Houseless Nomad, I Promise, You Will Not Miss Drive-

Time Traffic or Having to Rush to a Job You Hate – Unless 

You Choose Too. 

I do not sit in drive-time traffic for 30 minutes to an hour in order to 

get myself to a job that I hate.  Sometimes I boondock in a 24 hr. Wal-

Mart and I can hear the traffic (road noise) early in the morning. 

Thousands of people (bumper to bumper) rushing to get to their hated 

job where they are horribly underpaid.   I despise road noise and don’t 

want to be reminded of the thousands of sheeple in our world.  Many 

nomads prefer boondocking in the mountains or desert for this same 

reason. 

Life Does Not Have to be Difficult or Full of Stress.  Maybe It’s 

Time to Remove the Chains . . . 

Today, I go anywhere I want – anytime I want.  I do not need to stay 

anywhere I do not wish unless the weather is keeping me captive. 

 America is a large country, lots of people to meet and lots of beauty to 

see. 



There is no reason to live in a concrete city unless you want.  Breathing 

all the smog and bad air in cities is one reason for many respiratory 

diseases. Breathing fresh air out on the open road must be healthier. 

Living with beautiful mountains, hills, lakes, rivers, deserts, and 

countryside’s is incredible. Nothing can stop you from traveling and 

enjoying your ONE life.  Live on the CHEAP too!  Live anywhere you 

want! 

Money Actually Causes Slavery.  If You’re Working and 

Giving Away Most of Your Money for Basic Survival and 

Taxes, then You’re a Slave! 

I don’t mean to keep harping on the “Slave” thing, but I really want to 

drive a point and make it crystal clear. 

I’m no longer a slave to my stuff or pay any unfair taxes.  I have no 

MASTER.  I keep my wants few.  I’ve always lived a debt-free life, but 

now my expenses are a whole lot less due to a change in priorities. 

Many people are under constant pressure of making enough money for 

their survival needs and to pay for worthless crap they do not need. 

 Money becomes their Master and they become a slave to the “money-

god”. 

 

You Should Treat the Earth with Respect . . . 

This is not a political thing. It’s common sense.  I must be blunt here – 

DO NOT BE A PIG!  If the earth is going to be your new home, then 

don’t disrespect it. 

If you’re a nomad and traveling from place to place, then take your 

trash with you and do not damage the earth.  Not only is this the right 

thing to do but it’s also a courtesy to the next nomad who may be living 

on that space of earth as well. 

http://homelessharry.com/


I Live a Simple Life . . . Why Does HOUSELESS Mean 

Freedom to Me?  I live on less than $600 per month.  (less 

than $20 per day) 

As an urban camper and BoonDocker, I always maintain and keep my 

vehicle registration, insurance, and gym membership current.  I also 

spend money on gas, groceries and a few essentials, nutrients, and 

communication devices. The donations from my website usually pays 

for my online expenses. 

I live on less than $600 per month.  That’s less than $20 per day.  I 

have everything I need to survive, and I can live almost anywhere I 

wish.  Life is simple.   

 

Being houseless and mobile means freedom and freedom means 

adventure and peace of mind.  Freedom is living nearly anywhere you 

wish. Freedom is doing nearly anything you want. 

 

Some people enjoy the mountains and some people enjoy the beach. 

 

What states do I live my life? 

 

After touring the US, I’ve decided that I enjoy the mountains the most. I 

usually spend my summers (May thru Sept) in northern Idaho. The 

days are about 80 degrees and seldom – about 60 degrees at night. I do 

not like to sweat. It’s great. I like to fish the streams, rivers and the 

lakes. The people are honest and friendly.   

 

During the winter cold months (October thru April), I usually head 

down to northern Arizona (in the mountains).  It seldom freezes and 

the winters are mild. I like the pine trees in the Arizona mountains. I’m 

not much of a beach person, so I usually avoid the crowds at the beach.   

Being an American “Nomad” is the Perfect Lifestyle for Those 

Who Collect Social Security Checks or SSI. 

I meet people who receive $600 to $1,300 in monthly social security 

checks.  Some urban campers and “nomads” are single, and some are 

couples.  They are having a great time living on very little money. 



I plan to start traveling more and meet more people with like minds. 

 There are small and larger gatherings of people who travel together, 

and they all share a nomadic “simple” life concept. 

Protection is of Upmost Important 

Keeping yourself and others safe should not be forgotten.  It’s easy to 

forget about safety when you’re enjoying yourself and having fun.  This 

lifestyle is very relaxing and sometimes it’s easy to let your guard down. 

If you’re urban camping or boondocking – this is for you.   These 

methods can be used no matter where you live or how you 

live.  

For Those Who May Not Be Near Retirement Age, but still 

Need a Few “Nomad” Bucks 

I discovered this free eBook and it provides about 33 unique ways you 

can make money and several of them can easily be done while you’re 

urban camping or traveling as a nomad.  A few bucks will come in 

handy for emergencies or for essentials.  Here is the link.  

 

 

Are you getting value from my book?  I hope so.  Please leave 

a positive review if you are.  No better time than right now, so 

you don’t forget.  It won’t hurt you and it will do me and 

others a lot of good.   THANKS. 

Do You Have a Life’s Purpose? 

Most happy people have a life’s purpose.  In other words, what is your 

passion – what makes you want to get up each morning other than 

having to pee?  Most people’s life purpose usually involves improving 

the lives of others while benefiting their life as well.   

http://homelessharry.com/safety/
http://homelessharry.com/instant-cash/
http://homelessharry.com/


Something to think about.  It is possible to improve the lives of others 

while you improve yourself. My books are part of this process. I enjoy 

helping people and giving them ideas of how to improve their life while 

improving mine.  You must help others first, then you eventually get 

what you want or need. 



MY DAILY NOMAD LIFE  

A nomad life means – Freedom to me.  It means the ability to go and 

live almost anywhere I wish.  I’m only limited by desire and the ability 

to travel. 

You can live the Nomad Lifestyle almost anywhere. 

Boondocking in Town or City.  If I’m in a city or small town.  I will 

usually “stealth” camp at a Wal-Mart or in a parking lot where over-

night employees are parked.   

 

Most Wal-Mart Stores Across the country do not mind if you sleep in 

their parking lot over-night.   You should be courteous, quiet and do not 

leave any trash behind. 

 

 
 

Boondocking at Wal-Mart 

 

Wal-Mart is one of the safest places to sleep. You do not need to worry 

about that dreaded knock on the window by the Police.  Wal-Mart often 

has parking lot security.  This is good.  They are only looking for any 

trouble that could be lurking around – they will help keep you safe.   

 

My secret nomad life.  I stealth camp anytime I’m urban camping.  

No reason to become famous while you’re urban camping.  Van-

dwelling is a non-traditional lifestyle that many people do not accept – 

so, it’s best to keep a low profile. 

 

http://homelessharry.com/


 I have slept in the same Wal-Mart parking lot for up to 60 days!  It 

depends if I like the town or city or not. Recently there has been several 

Wal-Marts across the nation that do not allow overnight 

parking.  Check this list here. 

 

What Do You Think of the Homeless Harry Van? 

 
Homeless Harry Van 

 

A.  I’ll find a convenient low-cost breakfast restaurant with Wi-Fi.  I’ll 

check my email and maybe do some writing.  I’m creating a small 

business – self-publisher of eBooks.   I’ll spend 2 to 4 hours inside the 

restaurant. 

 

HINT:  I’ve never been a fan of fast food, but in a pinch, you can usually 

find something half-way nutritious and filling.  however, they are much 

healthier than in the past.  Plus, most fast food and Starbucks also have 

WI-FI too.  Many McDonalds are open 24 hours now. 

B. Next, I will usually explore the area.  I’ll either walk or drive around 

and get an idea of the area.  I’ll try to meet others who can tell me the 

best places to see or visit. 

C. I’ll find a low-cost restaurant for dinner with WI-FI.  I’ll eat and use 

my laptop.  Again, I’ll check email and work on websites and some 

http://homelessharry.com/walmart-stores-overnight/


writing.  Or maybe I’ll watch a movie on Netflix.  I’ll usually be at the 

restaurant until 6 pm to about 9 pm or 10 pm. 

D.  I’ll drive to a private location.  I’ll get my SUV ready for sleeping. 

 Take off my shoes and socks, etc.  I never get out of my van at my 

sleeping location unless I’m boondocking in the country, the forest or at 

a campsite. 



Boondocking in the Middle of Nowhere near a lake or river. 

Discover Where and How  to Get Plenty of Free Camping! 

 

 
 

Yummy! Scrambled Eggs. 

 

I will wake up and cook breakfast.  Usually scrambled eggs and beans. 

 Also, a chocolate protein shake. Prepare my fishing pole and 

accessories.   

Sometimes I’ll head down to the lakeside.  Fish for either crappy, bass 

or catfish.  If I’m in the mountains, I’ll fish for trout in the colder 

streams and rivers. 

I can clean most any fish in about 3 or 4 minutes. I enjoy a fish dinner 

with beans and fried potatoes.  I use a Coleman gas two burner stove 

and iron skillet. 

 

My nomad life involves a lot of relaxation, reading a good book and I 

also enjoy writing books for my small publishing business. 

 

It’s usually about 9 pm about this time. I get ready for a great night’s 

sleep.  Just me and the stars.  Discover tricks to sleeping on hot 

summer nights and cold winter nights and still be comfortable. 

  

http://homelessharry.com/free-campsites/
http://homelessharry.com/free-campsites/
http://homelessharry.com/
http://homelessharry.com/
http://homelessharry.com/


Nomad Life Could Involve Traveling Together with a Group of 

Other Nomads 

 
Nomads Sitting Around Campfire 

 

When you’re traveling with a group of nomads, then your days may be a 

little different.  It’s fun to meet new people and with those with like 

minds.   

Sometimes you do things together like hiking and fishing.  Just make 

sure you have the essentials when you boondocking.  You might be a 

few miles from the closest town. 

Example:  potluck dinners and building large campfires. Everyone sits 

in a circle around the campfire while conversing and telling stories. 

 Sometimes, one of the Nomads will play their guitar and we’ll have a 

sing-along.  It’s a great time. 

 

  

http://homelessharry.com/nomad-essentials/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nomad
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Nomads and Attachments 
In my opinion, the modern nomad avoids attachments.  A nomad 

usually breaks away from their attachments before taking the nomadic 

journey, and refrain from attachments while living as a modern-day 

nomad.  

What is an attachment?  It is anything that removes your ability to own 

a nomadic life. It could be a job, a house, friends, relatives – anyone or 

anything that does not allow you to be nomadic.  

Your mission is to be a FREE man/woman.   

Anything or anyone who does not allow you to be free is usually left 

behind.  Being a true nomad is certainly a unique mind-set.  

Freedom must be the most important thing to a true modern-day 

nomad.  Naturally, I believe there are many levels of nomads, however, 

the true nomadic lifestyle is about freedom.   

There are fake attachments that are only in your mind.  They are not 

attachments if you’re able to say good-bye to it or them. If you’re a 

couple – then it’s wise that both of you share like-minds about 

attachments and the Nomad Lifestyle.   

Modern day nomads will travel light and they live with less. Nomads 

tend to accumulate experiences instead of stuff.  Nomads learn 

not to accumulate things and only purchase or accept something that is 

small or that can be consumed or used for survival. 

Most nomads usually have great attitudes because they are free people. 

Nomads are always experiencing new things in life and that’s the 

mission.  Being a nomad is important to be gracious and respectful to 

others. A good positive attitude always helps nomads to avoid any type 

of loneliness.  A traveling nomadic companion is great. It can be your 

spouse or simply a companion. 

It is still very important for nomads to be social with others. It is 

important to connect with others.  People come and go within the social 

circles of nomads and this something you learn to deal with.   

Most people will cross the path of a nomad for an hour, a week, a 

month. A nomad never expects people to remain in their life very long – 

however, enjoys the person until they part. 



Nomads spend a lot of their time alone, and it’s wise that you enjoy it as 

well. 

NOMADS AND PETS 

 If you considering traveling with your pet, then check out these 

suggestions. It will help you to prepare for a journey with your four-

legged furry friend.  

Pack Their Bag 

Organize all your pet stuff in one convenient location.  Such as food, 

toys, poop bags, treats, as well as their favorite bed. Create a 

comfortable place for your pet. 

 

Shot Papers 

Many state parks require proof of shot records in order to camp. Keep 

all pet records handy.  

 

Dogs Not Allowed 

Usually, dogs are NOT allowed on national or state park trails. Do your 

homework on park restrictions. When visiting BLM and national 

forests, read their rules as well.  You can find campsites on public lands 

at www.BLM.gov.  By the way, if needed, Motel 6 or Red Roof Inn are 

usually pet friendly. 

 

Smart Phone Apps 

Use the Allstays app for researching campsites nearby when you wish to 

stop driving and relax. It’s helpful to determine where you can camp.  

 

Jump Out of your Vehicle 

Jump out of your car when it is convenient. Allow your furry friend to 

run and play. Each morning take a walk with your hairy friend. Create a 

routine.  

  

http://www.blm.gov/
http://www.allstays.com/apps/camprv.htm


Follow the Weather 

Obviously, your dog can get overheated fast in summer months. It’s 

important to keep them cool and supply as much water to them as you 

drink. Don’t leave your pet in a hot van and remember blankets and 

sweaters in cold weather. 

 

12 Camping Safety Tips for Dogs 

#1 – Basic Obedience Training 

Don’t your dog go crazy. Some type of basic Dog training is an essential 

component to your dog being an ideal camping companion. You will 

run into strangers, hikers and other animals out on the path and your 

dog should act accordingly. 

#2 – First Aid Kit 

When walking with your dog – it will be beneficial to have a first aid kit. 

Some people gather all the components of a kit from their local drug 

stores, pet stores, but you can buy complete kits fairly cheap online.  

#3 – ID tags & Microchips 

Fact:  Your dog could get lost. Make sure your dog wears easy to read 

ID tags. The tags should include their name, your name, your phone 

number and maybe an email address.  

#4 – Leash & Collar 

It’s best to use a leash on your furry friend at all times. Keep in mind 

that even if you can control your dog, you are not in control of the 

environment. Leashed dogs are safer dogs. A dog running off-leash is 

less likely to get hurt. 

#5 – Water 

Natural water is not always available for your dog. Streams and creeks 

are amazing for keeping Mr. Furry cool, but just like us; dogs are 

vulnerable to giardiasis and other water-borne illnesses. Make sure you 

bring good clean water for your dog. 

#6 – Vaccines & Medications 



Make sure your dog is updated on vaccinations. Rabies and Distemper. 

Rabies can be fatal, and the Distemper shot covers Parvo, Hepatitis, 

and Parainfluenza. In addition to normal vaccines, also important to 

get proper flea and tick medication.  

#7 – Crate 

It’s a good idea to use a small crate for your dog. Crates keep your dog 

in one place while you’re driving, as well as keeping them safer in the 

event that you have to make a sudden stop or an accident. When you 

can’t watch the pet at all times, then a crate is the answer. If your dog is 

not crate-trained and you need to confine him, you can use a 10-20 ft 

long line attached to its harness. 

#8 – Dog Booties 

Dog booties are helpful for traction and protection from extreme 

temperatures and abrasive surfaces.  Booties will also protect their 

paws. Foxtails can go through a dog’s paw and since they don’t break 

down easily, they can cause some serious infections. 

#9 – Wildlife 

Don’t allow your dog to hassle the wildlife.  A rabbit can quickly become 

dangerous for your dog. Slower moving animals like porcupines and 

skunks, can quickly defend themselves when cornered.  

Quicker animals like rabbits, deer, and coyotes can take your dog out of 

sight in seconds. Never let your dog chase or corner a wild animal. 

#11 – Take breaks 

Take breaks!  Hydrate Mr. Furry. Dogs get dehydrated during hikes, 

and you should offer them water every hour.   

Watch for certain signs; the dog slowing down or panting excessively. 

Find a shaded cool area to let them recuperate. 

Check your dog for ticks, scrapes, and injuries. Bring a tick key and a 

brush and check your dogs from the bottom up.  



Start at the bottom of their pads, go up between their toes, up their legs, 

to their body, neck and head. Make sure to check their noses and ears. 

#12 – Nearest Vet 

Make sure to know where the nearest vet is and their phone number.  

Have this information on paper or saved in an app on your phone that 

does not require a cellular or Wi-Fi connection. 

  



 

NOMAD COMMUNICATION METHODS 

These nomad communication methods are used often to solve 

communication problems while traveling. Receiving important mail is 

important.  How do you receive important mail when you’re 

continuously traveling from one location to another? 

Many nomads move to another area of the country every couple of 

weeks or more.  Most things today can be accomplished online with 

email. You can even do your banking online.  However, there are some 

things that require “snail mail” process. 

• Snail mail address with forwarding service. 

• Email address 

• Voice Mail service 

• Social Media 

• Cell Phone 

• Carrier pigeon (just kidding) 

• Utilizing a relative or friend’s address for mailing address and 

forwarding favors. 

 

There are things like; vehicle registration or tags that are usually mailed 



to you.  Sometimes bank statements are sent by snail mail or maybe you 

want packages shipped to you.  How do you retrieve them? 

A Private Mail Center Will Solve Many of your snail mail 

Communication Issues.  This is only one Nomad 

Communication Method. 

For many people, it is important to create a way to communicate with 

others.  If someone needs to get an urgent message to you, then it is a 

good idea they know how to contact you. 

I maintain a private mailing address (box).  This company will collect 

my mail and packages. 

  

They will forward anything to me – all I have to do is call them and tell 

them exactly where to send it. 

They also notify me anytime I have a box too large for my mailbox. 

Boondocking and the nomad lifestyle can be fun while exploring 

America and other countries, but communication is important. 

 

Many BoonDockers and nomads purchase many essential products 

from Amazon and other online companies.  This method is great for 

providing a shipping address. 

 

If you’re near a small town, sometimes a local small business will be 

http://homelessharry.com/essentials/


glad to help you out by holding any mail or packages for you, if they are 

forwarded. 

Some people use the free social media sites to send and 

receive messages.  However, you must obviously be online in order to 

use this method. 

I also have a voicemail.  I give that phone number out anytime I do not 

want to give out my cell phone number.  I use the voice mail with 

almost all businesses.  I only use my cell phone for emergencies or 

calling for a necessity.  The voice mail is only about $12 per month.  I 

call my voicemail to collect message about 2 or 3 times a week. 

I have several Email addresses.  I check my email accounts and 

messages anytime I can use a free WI-FI. Starbucks and McDonalds 

and others are usually good safe places to check email. 

Here are 12 places they will probably have FREE Wi-Fi. 

1. Starbucks is a great place to use your laptop for communication 

purposes and keep up on daily events 

2. Local library. Libraries have incredible Wi-Fi. It’s usually very quiet 

as well.  

3. Local Park. Many larger cities are offering Wi-Fi throughout the 

parks. Select a covered pavilion with picnic tables and an electrical 

connection.  

4. Universities. Ask to reserve you a study room. Even if you are not a 

student, most public universities will let you use a study room with the 

accompanying free Wi-Fi. Fridays are usually the slowest days.  

5. Panera Bread, McDonald’s, Dunkin Donuts, and Chick-fil-A all offer 

free Wi-Fi to guests.  

6. Barnes & Noble as well as many other bookstores usually offer free 

Wi-Fi. You can usually sit in their onsite coffee shop and work 

undisturbed.  

7. Many hotels feature free Wi-Fi. Even if you’re not a guest - also the 

hotel restaurant will have Wi-Fi available for you if you are a customer. 

Grab a light lunch or a cup of coffee. 



8. Hospital Cafeterias are a great source for free Wi-Fi. Have a cup of 

coffee and enjoy the quiet time. 

9. Many churches offer free Wi-Fi. 

10. Most Indoor Shopping Malls have a food court and they usually 

have free Wi-Fi. You can even bring your own sack lunch and enjoy the 

free internet. 

11. Many upscale grocery stores have free Wi-Fi in their small cafes.   

12. The gym will probably have free Wi-Fi. More gyms are adding 

lounges with healthy snacks and free Wi-Fi. They may require a 

membership to enter their facilities, but if you already belong to a gym 

membership, then why not utilize the free Wi-Fi 

Here’s a list of Restaurants that Advertise Free Wi-Fi 

• Apple Bees 

• Arby’s 

• Burger King 

• Chick-Fil-A 

• Denny’s 

• Dunkin Donuts 

• Einstein Bros 

• Hooters 

• IHOP 

• Krispy Kreme 

• McDonalds 

• Panera 

• Quiznos 

• Starbucks 

• Subway 

• Taco Bell 

• Tim Horton's 

• Wendy’s 

  



HOW NOMADS MAKE MONEY 

I highly recommend the “Giant Resource Directory”, it is great 

for digital nomads, RVers and campers.  I would not be without 

it.  Grab a copy here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discover How Nomads Make Money.  Many Nomads Have 

Discovered Money Making Secrets from Mentors. 

Think about this.  You can travel America or the world and still make 

money.  You don’t need to stay in one location longer than you want.  

You do not need a regular job that keeps you tied down.  How Nomads 

Make Money depends on your skill sets and the type of mentor you 

choose to teach you the skills. 

Many Nomads are retired and travel the world without having to earn 

more money. Some are retired and have simple social security checks 

and some inherited money, and some have earned enough money 

through investments and never need to earn money again, unless they 

wish. 

https://empower777.com/
https://empower777.com/
https://amazon.com/dp/B07T2WQFDF


Other Nomads have decided to become FREE by learning from mentors 

for the sole purpose of being independent.  Many Nomads earn money 

while on the road.   

Some earn money all from the convenience of the laptops. Seriously!  I 

would say a large percentage do. Many of these nomads call themselves 

digital nomads. 

Here are a few skills sets you can probably do from your laptop – if you 

do not have the skill, then it may benefit you to take an online course or 

find a mentor.  A mentor simply shows you short cuts to success. 

 

 

1. Copywriting 

Got a way with words and can inspire people to take action with your 

words? Copywriting could be the gig for you.  

 

As a copywriter, you can not only start freelancing but it’s a useful skill 

for your own startup or business as well. It’ll definitely come in handy 

when you want to create ads, landing pages, sales copy etc. 

 

Want to become a copywriter? Check out these courses to get started: 

Writing Courses on Udemy: Writing Courses on Skillshare: Some other 

course options to check out: 

2. Blogging 

Anyone can set up a blog but to make money from a blog takes 

dedication and skills. 

 

In addition to being a good writer, you have to really understand online 

marketing, social media and anything else you need to help your blog 

reach its target audience, online. Without an audience, your blog is 

never going to take off or make money. 

Blogging and writing courses on Udemy: 

Blogging and writing courses on Skillshare: 

3. Web Design 

http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare/


Creative + technically inclined? Creating websites for others is big 

business. Want to become a web designer? Check out these courses to 

get started: 

 

Web Designer Courses on Skillshare: 

Web Designer Courses on Lynda: 

Web Designer Courses on Pluralsight: 

4. Graphic Design 

Graphic designers are the creative mind behind all the beautiful visuals 

you see online (and offline) including ads, logos, brochures, posters, 

signs, social media images and so much more.  

 

There’s always a demand for good graphic designers and it’s a skill. 

Want to become a graphic designer? Check out these courses to get 

started: 

 

Graphic Design Courses on Udemy: 

Graphic Design Courses on Skillshare: 

Graphic Design Courses on Lynda: 

Graphic Design Courses on Pluralsight: 

5. Virtual Assistance 

Use your skills to support business owners? Virtual Assistants (or VAs) 

work in several different areas and provide support in administrative, 

technical or even creative areas. 

If you’re a freelancing newbie, selling yourself as a virtual assistant is a 

good thing. From social media management for small to medium size 

companies can be a long-term situation. 

Virtual Assistant Courses on Udemy: 

For a comprehensive list of courses that cover a variety of VA roles, 

check out this post:   

 

6. Translation 

Can you speak on or two languages? Earning money for translation 

opportunities are available. Lots of work available for good translators. 

Share your language expertise with businesses as a freelancer.  

http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/lynda-free-trial/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/pluralsight/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/lynda-free-trial/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/pluralsight/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/pluralsight/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/


 

7. Online Advertising 

Creative with an analytical bent of mind? Online advertising could be 

the ideal job for you. Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram LinkedIn 

(+more) are all advertising platforms but reaching the right audience 

takes more skill than most realize. 

 

Learn the skills and understand the platforms because businesses are 

always looking for people who know how to maximize their advertising 

spend online. Want to learn about online advertising? Check these 

courses to get started: Paid Advertising Courses on Udemy: 

 

8. Social Media Marketing 

Learning the ins and outs of social media marketing. From Facebook to 

Pinterest and everything in between, businesses are always looking to 

expand their social media reach. Helping small to large companies 

reach their audience can make you money. They will pay you for your 

expertise.   

 

Want to learn about social media marketing? Check these courses to get 

started. Social Media Marketing Courses on Udemy: 

Social Media Management Courses on Skillshare: 

 

9. SEO 

Business owners are still confused about Google and how it works. 

Search Engine Optimization experts are the only people who can help. 

Businesses depend on SEO to improve Google rankings and drive traffic 

to their websites.  

Want to learn more about SEO? Check these courses to get started: 

SEO Courses on Udemy: 

 

10. App Development 

Got the tech skills to develop mobile apps? You’re going to be in high 

demand. 

Almost every business seems to want to build mobile apps these days. 

Knowing (or learning) how to create apps comes with great perks 

http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/


because it’s a booming industry that’s still growing and yet to be fully 

explored. Want to become an app developer?  

 

Check these courses to get started: Mobile on Udemy How to Make 

Apps with No Programming Experience on Skillshare 

11. Email Marketing 

Most businesses use email marketing to inform, educate and 

engage their customers. You can help them do it too. Learning the trick 

on how email marketing works can open an avenue for you to make 

money creating newsletters, email pitches, broadcast messages, event 

invitations, sale notifications and other business announcements.  

 

If you’re a copywriter, consider adding email marketing to your services 

for more income. Want to learn more about email marketing? Check 

these courses to get started: Email marketing courses on Udemy: 

Email marketing courses on Skillshare: 

 

12. Content Writing 

Have you considered content writing? As a freelancer, you can make an 

income writing for a variety of businesses. Content writers create 

content for websites, company blogs, emails and a variety of other 

business needs.  

 

Want to become a content writer? Check these courses to get started: 

Content writing courses on Udemy: 

Some other good course options also include: 

 

13. Internet Research 

 You can start working as an internet researcher. Internet researchers 

work with individuals or companies to collect and present research on a 

variety of topics. You can work with writers, publishers, marketing 

agencies, law firms, insurance companies, healthcare providers, and 

much more to conduct market research to help them launch a new 

product or service. 

 

14. Logo Design 

http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare-no-experience-apps-course/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare-no-experience-apps-course/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/


Logo designers are helping companies brand their ideas into one single 

graphic. Want to become a logo designer? Check these courses to get 

started: 

 

Logo design courses on Udemy: 

Logo design courses on Udemy: Skillshare: 

 

15. Customer Service 

If you’ve ever done customer service offline, your skills can quite easily 

translate to working online as well. Businesses are increasingly looking 

for customer support staff able to provide email support, tech support 

and even respond to customer queries via social media.  

Find a business with a strong need for good support staff and you could 

have a great online job on your hands. 

 

16. Illustration 

From fashion to magazines, books to technical design – an illustrator’s 

skills are widely sought after. You can also sell your creative 

illustrations on sites like Behance. 

 

17. Proofreading 

Obsessed with picking on other people’s grammar and spelling errors? 

Hello proofreader. Businesses, publishers and even writers themselves 

will often hire a proofreader to make sure their written content is error-

free and ready to hit the masses.  

 

18. Animation 

If you have animation skills, you’d be silly not to make money from it. 

 

Businesses and entrepreneurs want to engage with their audiences so 

show them how your animation skills can help them do that and you’ll 

never be out of work. 

 

Want to learn more about animation skills? Check out these courses to 

get started: 

3D & Animation courses on Udemy 

Animation classes on Skillshare 

 

http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare/
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http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy-3d-animation/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare-animation/


19. Data Analysis 

As a data analyst, you take this data and interpret it to help the 

companies make better business decisions. With your data analysis 

skills, you can help them interpret what the data means in real world 

terms.  

 

Want to learn more about data analysis skills? Check out these courses 

to get started:  Data & Analytics courses on Udemy 

 

20. Video Editing 

More people watch more videos than they read text. Businesses and 

entrepreneurs are investing more time, money and effort into videos.  

 

Want to learn more about video editing? Check out these courses to get 

started: Video editing courses on Udemy Video editing classes on 

Skillshare 

 

21. Bookkeeping 

If you are good at bookkeeping, you can offer your skills to help various 

entrepreneur and businesses to keep their accounts balanced.  Want to 

learn more about bookkeeping? Check out these courses to get started: 

Basic Excel for Basic Bookkeeping and Accounting on Udemy. 

 

22. Information Product Creator 

Creating and selling information products is very profitable. Many 

entrepreneurs are making money online selling information products 

such as e-books, video series, templates, membership sites, online 

courses etc. Sell information in many formats is great and people 

always need to improve their lives.  

23. Programming 

Building software for problem solving? Programming might be your 

calling. Programming is one of the most sought-after skills on the 

internet. Want to become a programmer?  

 

24. E-commerce 

Selling products online can be a money maker if you know how.  A basic 

understanding and knowledge of copywriting, online advertising and 

http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy-data-analytics/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy-video-editing/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/skillshare-video-editing/
http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy-bookkeeping-course/


SEO also go a long way towards helping you succeed. A few good course 

options to learn e-commerce-commerce courses on Udemy: 

 

25. Online Business  

This “skill” is the ultimate money-making digital nomad skill. These are 

some of the most popular skills but definitely not all of them.  

 

If you check out the job categories page on Upwork, for example, you’ll 

see that there are a variety of areas within which you can find online 

work. 

How to Use Your Skills & Get Started as a Digital Nomad 

So, by now you know, there are a LOT of ways to use your skills 

to become a digital nomad. There are different ways to make money 

online and so many different types of businesses where you can put 

your skills to use. 

 

Now a lot of people, when starting out as digital nomads have all these 

big business ideas. You know they want to build an app or do some 

affiliate marketing, create products or do some blogging or even create 

an e-commerce site. And these are all great ideas. 

 

Another great website is called FIVERR.COM   You can post 

your skills on Fivver.com and deliver your digital skills all online.  

Create Logos – Copywriting – Blogs – SEO – Virtual Assistant – 

Animations – Videos – Photos – Website Design – Ghost Writing – 

Online Marketing – Music – Graphics - plus much more.  Thousands of 

people are earning a great living from utilizing Fivver as their platform 

for introducing their skills to others.  

 

So, with this in mind, if you are starting out and your main goal right 

now is to be able to able to work and travel the world, we always 

recommend that you start with freelancing. We really think it is 

the ideal starting point for newbies.  

 

Most digital nomads start out as freelancers and there are good reasons 

why:  Freelancing is your quickest way to being a digital nomad. 

 

http://www.fulltimenomad.com/go/udemy/


Work when you want to work. You are 100% in control. The freelance 

economy is booming!  

Find Work as a Digital Nomad with the Skills You Already 

Own. 

 

Work wanted is posted daily. Most of these projects allow you to work 

from anywhere in the world. Getting started is fairly simple. Simply 

sign up, seek for jobs and start applying. 

 

One example is a company called Upwork. Literally thousands of 

business connect with freelancers.  Being a digital nomad could not be 

easier.  If you have any digital experience or skills at all, then you can 

earn money.  

 

If you have problems or need more knowledge, then a mentor is always 

there to help you. Having a mentor is simply a short-cut to success. A 

mentor is someone who shows you exactly what to do and how to do it.  

A mentor is a shortcut to being successful at what you choose to do. 

Just about any area of your life that requires improving, there is a 

mentor who can speed up the process.  Mentors are “short-cuts” to 

improving whatever in life you wish to do. 

If you want to learn how to succeed in business, then qualified mentors 

are available. If you want to simply be happier, then incredible mentors 

are there for you. 

If you want more peace of mind about anything that has caused you 

havoc, then a mentor is available. 

Mentors Are Everywhere.  How Nomads Make Money Usually 

Depends on Interests, Hobbies, and Desires. 

Mentors are everywhere – but you must look low and high.  Sometimes 

it’s tough to find the right one for whatever it is in life you want to 

improve.  You can make money easier than you think. 

 

Most mentors will not show someone their tricks and secrets to success 

http://homelessharry.com/money


unless they know you’re worthy and will follow through on their advice 

and suggestions. 

I write books to help people and earn a few bucks in the process. I 

created websites to also help people improve their lives. I’m a mentor 

on many levels, my website is only one way for me to give and help 

those in need.  

The Only Thing Holding You Back is a Good Mentor.  All You 

Need is to be Taught What to do and How to do it. 

A mentor will appear when the student is ready.  Most people think 

they are too smart to need a mentor.   

 

Most people fail WITHOUT a good mentor. Mentors come in all ages 

and wisdom.  All successful people, no matter what, has had a 

mentor. 

 

You can quickly learn how to make money … and sometimes money can 

be put on autopilot.  What I mean is – you can start earning money and 

it will be automatically deposited into your bank account or checks can 

be mailed to you every week. 

Nomads Can Create Cash Flow for Basic Essentials. 

You do not need a regular 9 to 5 job.  Your desire to succeed is your only 

limitation.  There are literally trillions of dollars in our world.  There is 

plenty of cash to go around. 

You do not need much cash to live a great Nomad Lifestyle.  All you 

need is some consistent cash coming in every month to purchase food, 

gas, and essentials. Naturally, if you need or want more cash, it’s 

available.  The main thing is to always have an emergency fund. 

I do recommend an emergency fund of $3,000 to $5,000 for your own 

peace of mind. Many things can happen out on the road as a Nomad 

and you want to be prepared. Preparedness is essential for survival.  

You may need minor major medical care, mechanical failures, short 

term motel expense, etc.  



As a traveling nomad you will probably need to purchase essentials, 

gas, insurance, etc. Earning enough money will decrease all the stress of 

not having enough. It provides you peace of mind. 

Let me introduce a website to you.  These mentors are absolutely 

amazing.  Please take time to visit them here. 

 

Listing of Websites that Post Campground or Resort Jobs! 

Campgrounds or Resort parks are always seeking assistance. The below 

websites provide camp work that offer jobs for couples and singles.  

Many of these jobs are great for the traveling Nomad.  

 

They all specialize in hiring people who are RVers or what we call 

modern day Nomads.  Many jobs are even seasonal – which means you 

will be able to continue your Nomad lifestyle – living almost anywhere 

you wish.  These links should keep you busy for a while. 

 

https://workingcouples.com/jobs-category/work-campers-

campground 

http://workampingjobs.com/workampingjobs.php 

https://www.workamper.com/ 

https://www.work-for-rvers-and-campers.com/help-wanted.html 

http://www.happyvagabonds.com/Jobs/Jobs-By-State.htm 

https://koa.com/community-camping-programs/work-camps/ 

https://www.coolworks.com/jobs-with-rv-spaces 

http://www.work-camping.com/ 

http://www.snowbirdrvtrails.com/workamping.htm 

https://yourfulltimervliving.com/work-camper-job-listings 

https://careers.suncommunities.com/SunRVResorts/go/Work-

Camping/3098000/ 

http://www.americanll.com/current-job-openings/ 

http://www.amazondelivers.jobs/about/camperforce/ 

http://www.rv-camping-lifestyle.com/workamper-jobs/ 

http://www.sacorivercampingarea.com/employment/ 

https://www.rverjobexchange.com/work/joblistngs/ 

http://bransonkoa.com/koa-work.htmlrk/joblistings/ 

 

 

http://amazingbizsecrets.com/mentors/
https://workingcouples.com/jobs-category/work-campers-campground
https://workingcouples.com/jobs-category/work-campers-campground
http://workampingjobs.com/workampingjobs.php
https://www.workamper.com/
https://www.work-for-rvers-and-campers.com/help-wanted.html
http://www.happyvagabonds.com/Jobs/Jobs-By-State.htm
https://koa.com/community-camping-programs/work-camps/
https://www.coolworks.com/jobs-with-rv-spaces
http://www.work-camping.com/
http://www.snowbirdrvtrails.com/workamping.htm
https://yourfulltimervliving.com/work-camper-job-listings
https://careers.suncommunities.com/SunRVResorts/go/Work-Camping/3098000/
https://careers.suncommunities.com/SunRVResorts/go/Work-Camping/3098000/
http://www.americanll.com/current-job-openings/
http://www.amazondelivers.jobs/about/camperforce/
http://www.rv-camping-lifestyle.com/workamper-jobs/
http://www.sacorivercampingarea.com/employment/
https://www.rverjobexchange.com/work/joblistngs/http:/bransonkoa.com/koa-work.htmlrk/joblistings/
https://www.rverjobexchange.com/work/joblistngs/http:/bransonkoa.com/koa-work.htmlrk/joblistings/


Are you receiving value from my book?  I hope so.  Please 

leave a positive review if you are.  No better time than right 

now, so you don’t forget.  It won’t hurt you and it will do me 

and others a lot of good. THANKS. 

 

This concludes this book, the Nomad Lifestyle. I hope I gave you 

valuable information to consider and think about. I want to encourage 

you to join the Nomad Lifestyle and run away from the plantation that 

enslaves you.  Freedom is a good thing! 

 

Scroll down for more important information. 

 
 

 

  



 

Conclusion: 

I hope I’ve proved to you that you can easily create a Nomad Lifestyle. 

You can break-away from the chains that bind you.  Remember . . 

.Freedom is a good thing!  Also, if you enjoyed my book, then please 

give the book a good review so others will be encouraged to learn about 

the Nomad Lifestyle as well. THANKS. 

 

I believe you will also enjoy other books I’ve authored as well. Inside 

my books you’ll find SPECIALIZED and powerful information that will 

improve your life while living on the road.  Go here to see my library of 

books.  You’ll love them!  I hope you enjoyed my book.   

 

Again, if you received value from my book.  I hope so.  Please 

leave a positive review if you enjoyed and benefited from my 

book.  No better time than right now, so you don’t forget.  It 

won’t hurt you and it will do me and others a lot of good.   

THANKS 

Discover How to live in a Van/RV (316 pages) or  

The Directory – (a great nomad resource ebook) 

They are very powerful books.  

 

I highly recommend the below eBooks. 

http://homelessharry.com/
http://homelessharry.com/


 

 

 

https://empower777.com
https://empower777.com

